USS Pharaoh
SD 10209.05

The USS Pharaoh has been ordered to proceed with all due haste to an area near the Romulan Neutral Zone for rendezvous with the USS Inaieu and the USS Kodiac. The task force will perform standard patrol maneuvers of the surrounding space. The operation is to continue until further notice.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::at Science, monitoring sensors::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::enters the bridge::
CO_Starks says:
:: on bridge in the hard chair ::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::Aboard the U.S.S. Inaieu, she walks onto the Galaxy Class vessel's bridge. She paces the back section, watching over the shoulder of the Chief Tactical Officer, and checking their status.:: ICTO: Very impressive...
FCO_Khrex says:
@::in guest quarters aboard USS Inaieu::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CNS: Please take the OPS Station.
CNS_Luchena says:
::settles in behind the operations console::
CO_Starks says:
CNS_Luchena: getting to like musical chairs on the bridge?
CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders if Brehgorn has had any further weird dreams::
CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  I appreciate the opportunity to cross-train, Sir.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::walks over to the engineering station::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::checking for any wrinkles on the uniform::
CO_Starks says:
CNS_Luchena: that's a great way to look at it
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::She glances down at a PADD in her hand as it beeps. A message from the Operations department has informed her that her bags are prepared for transfer over to the U.S.S. Pharaoh, upon their arrival. She smiles and goes back to overlooking the Inaieu crew::
CNS_Luchena says:
::chuckles and logs onto the console::

FCO_Khrex says:
@::sits down and reads over schematics of Defiant Class vessels::
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: Time to coordinates specified?
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::looking at the status report:: CO: Commander... Impulse Exhaust Recirculation Pumps are back on line. Exhaust venting is complete.
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: excellent
Captain_Walsh says:
@ *CIV/FCO*  Mr. Khrex... Miss Xia.. We are approaching the rendezvous area...  report to the transporter room.. I'll join ya'll there
FCO_Khrex says:
@*CO*: Aye, captain. I'll see you there.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: 5 minutes, sir.  Shall I greet the new crewmembers?
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::She hears her comm badge beep and the incoming transmission. She nods and pats the Inaieu Tactical Officer on the back. She then takes several large strides into the turbolift and declares "Transporter Room One."::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::picks up his belongings and heads for the Transporter room::
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: please do, we need all the hands Starfleet will give us
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::running one last diagnostic on the impulse drive train to insure that there have been no ill effects resulting from venting the exhaust::
CO_Starks says:
Helm: bring us to impulse
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: Understood, sir.  ::give his station over to Chief Itami::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::enters Transporter Room and sees the chief there::
Captain_Walsh says:
@ ::heads to the turbolift after briefing his XO::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::exits the TL, and heads down the corridor towards the TR::
CNS_Luchena says:
::still sitting at the OPS console familiarizing himself with the controls::
XO_Chalen says:
::walks onto the bridge::




CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::She stands in the lift for several moments, and eventually the humming slows and she can feel the inertial dampeners kick in as the pods slows. With the familiar hiss of the doors, she steps out into the busy corridor, making a bee-line for the Transporter Room, entering only moments later::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::puts away data PADD in one of the carry-ons::
Captain_Walsh says:
@ ::enters the transporter room with a few PADD's in hand and frowns:: CIV/FCO: Ah... Good you folks are quick ::smiles::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::enters the Transporter Room, and patiently awaits the incoming officers::
FCO_Khrex says:
@CO: Faster than Albanian Space Monkeys sir.
FCO_Khrex says:
@::smiles::
CO_Starks says:
XO_Chalen: Brehgorn is off to meet our new ::looks at PADD:: FCO and CIV from the Inaieu

ACTION: The USS Inaieu comes out of warp 20 000 km next to the Pharaoh

CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
<CPO_Clark> ::looks to the CSO:: We're ready on this end Commander
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::She smiles back and looks the Captain up and down:: Captain: We are both eager to begin our new assignments. I, personally can not wait to begin my new duties...::She has a smile on her face...sweet and innocent, yet at the same time sly and devious at it's core::
CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  Should I hail the Inaieu?
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Speak of the devils....  ::looks at screen::
CO_Starks says:
CNS_Luchena: hail the Inaieu, and inform them we are ready to receive personnel
CNS_Luchena says:
COMM:  Inaieu:  Hi there.  Transporter room is standing by to receive our personnel.
Captain_Walsh says:
@ ::motions to the transporter padd:: CIV/FCO: Let's get a move on ::climbs up on the transporter::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::follows the captain::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::feeling giddy::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@::She quickly picks up her two bags off the floor of the room and steps onto the padd briskly. She stands next to the junior Ensign and gives him a smiles:: FCO: Is this your first assignment, Ensign?
Captain_Walsh says:
@::nods to the Chief::
CNS_Luchena says:
*CSO*  The Inaieu is along side.
FCO_Khrex says:
@CO/CIV: I feel giddy.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
<CPO_Clark> ::tapping in personnel receipt commands::
FCO_Khrex says:
@CIV: Yes, commander. This is my first official assignment.

ACTION: The 3 officers materialize in the Pharaoh's transporter room

CSO_Brehgorn says:
watches the officers materialize::  Captain: Welcome aboard, sir CIV/FCO:  Welcome aboard, Ensign Khrex and Lieutenant Commander Xia.  ::shakes both of their hands::  I am LtCmdr Brehgorn, and I'll be your Science Officer, as well as your Second Officer.  Your belongings will be sent to your posted quarters by the OPS crew.  Shall we head to the bridge?
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
<CPO_Clark> ::secures the transport::
FCO_Khrex says:
::shakes hands of CSO enthusiastically::
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Thank you, thank you, Commander.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
@FCO: Congratulations, you must be honored to be selected as the senior conn officer for this vessel...::She smiles and as she materializes...she looks around and notices the Chief Science Officer, greeting him with a smile::
CNS_Luchena says:
::looks over the quarters assignments trying to decide who gets the newbies as roomies::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::leads the 3 officers out of the TR and to the nearest TL::
Captain_Walsh says:
::looks around at the room: Self: They beam us in a closet ? ::shakes head::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
<CPO_Clark> ::secures the system and exits the room::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
CSO: With all due haste, please Commander Brehgorn...::She smiles at the recall of his name, hearing stories from her friend, Alina Keindar::
FCO_Khrex says:
::follows the CSO::
Captain_Walsh says:
::shakes his head as he quietly follows the group::
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO/CIV/Walsh: I'm actually looking forward to seeing the bridge.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::looks back:: FCO: Of course, we'll need you at the helm::  CIV: Should a tactical situation arise, are you familiar with Defiant Class defense and weapons systems?
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
Captain: Captain Walsh, I was curious...this assignment our vessels have been placed on...what does it entail? Starfleet appeared quite cryptic about the situation on the boarder...
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Aye sir.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::completes last diagnostic:: CO: Intermix Ratios reset. Full Impulse Power restored.
Captain_Walsh says:
::chuckles:: CIV: Starfleet loves the cloak & dagger stuff when it comes to the Romulans Commander... ::sighs::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
CSO: I worked on the Defiant Upgrade program, Commander...I've helped to redesign one of Starfleets vessels, the U.S.S. Aventura. I would say that is enough familiarity...::She gives a friendly smile::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::enters the TL::
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: You deliver just in time as always
FCO_Khrex says:
::literally licking his chops at the prospect of flying a starship... well not really literally::
Captain_Walsh says:
::wonders if we can all fit in there and enters::
FCO_Khrex says:
::enters TL, steps on someone's foot::
CNS_Luchena says:
::decides to put Xia in with Gem::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Sorry.

CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She smiles at the Captain's comment:: Captain: I am sure that all will be revealed to us soon...::She smiles and steps into the small lift, noting their position on the Defiant Schematic::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
CO_Starks: Of course James. How else could I keep my personal reputation as a miracle worker?
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CIV: Excellent, Commander.  Our CTO is under the weather, and the only available Tactical Officer is only a Rate 2 on Defiant Class weapons systems.
CNS_Luchena says:
::chuckles to himself::
Captain_Walsh says:
::smirks:: FCO: No problem..... Ensign
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin:...and a modest one to boot
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::smiles::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
CSO: Actually, Commander, my assignment here is to review the Pharaoh Tactical systems...it will be a privilege to see the control systems first hand...::She smiles and waits for them to arrive near the bridge::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::enters the bridge:: CO: Captain, may I introduce Captain Walsh, Ensign Khrex, our new FCO, and LtCmdr Xia, our new Civilian appointee.
CO_Starks says:
:: stands ::
XO_Chalen says:
::stands next to the CO::
CNS_Luchena says:
::looks over at the newbies::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: Captain Walsh, welcome aboard
Captain_Walsh says:
::nods and smiles to Commander Starks:: CO/XO: How ya'll doing ? ::extends hand::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::swings around in the chair and stands::
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Ensign Khrex reporting for duty, SIR!
CO_Starks says:
FCO/CIV: Ensign, LtCmdr.  ::nods to both ::
FCO_Khrex says:
::stands at attention::

CO_Starks says:
:: shakes the Captain’s hand ::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She enters the bridge and looks at the Captain and Commander:: CO: Commander, you must be James Starks, a privilege, I'm sure...::She holds out a PADD to the XO:: XO: Here are my transfer orders from Starfleet, sir.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::detects the southern draw in the Captain's voice::
XO_Chalen says:
::shakes hands and raises an eyebrow at the odd greeting::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: this is my XO Lt.Cmdr. Chalen Riggs
XO_Chalen says:
::takes the transfer orders::   CIV:  Everything looks to be in order.  Welcome aboard.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: Thank you Commander. Now if I may, I would like to proceed with my duties...::She motions towards the Tactical console and takes a slight step in that direction::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: But enough with the meet n' greet Captain perhaps you'd like to join my in my ready room?
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO:  We'll need you at Flight Control immediately.  Petty Officer Rake is 3 hours past his shift.  ::directs the FCO to Flight Control::
Captain_Walsh says:
::nods and shakes hand smiling:: CO/XO: I take it you folks are as curious about what Starfleet has us doing than I was Eh ?
XO_Chalen says:
CIV:  Be my guest, Cmdr.  I look forward to working with someone with your experience with the Defiant Class.
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Aye, Commander.
FCO_Khrex says:
::walks up to the helm, and touches the console::
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: Commander please get our new crew members situated, the bridge is yours
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She smiles:: XO: It's my job to know this ship inside and out, Commander. You will find I am very detailed when it comes to my assignments...::She smiles and takes her seat:: Oh and Commander...
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO:  Let me know if you encounter any problems with the console configuration.
XO_Chalen says:
::stops and looks::  CIV:  Yes?
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::returns to Science::
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: I'm sure the current configuration will be acceptable.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::turns to the CSO:: CSO: You're kidding right? ::smiles::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: to say that we're curious is a vast understatement
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She smiles once more before turning to log into her console:: XO: Alina told me to say hello to you upon my arrival, and that she hopes that you are in good health...::She taps several commands and logs into the display::
FCO_Khrex says:
::sits down in the chair::
Captain_Walsh says:
::nods:: CO: Of course... ::points to the Ready Room:: Lead the way
XO_Chalen says:
::grins at himself and follows the CO into the ready room::
FCO_Khrex says:
::leans back and looks over the configuration::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: follow me
CO_Starks says:
:: leaves bridge for ready room ::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::gives Science back to Chief Itami, and takes the command chair::
CO_Starks says:
:: enters Ready room and offers the Captain his chair ::
XO_Chalen says:
::sits opposite the desk::
CO_Starks says:
:: sits next to the XO ::
Captain_Walsh says:
::shakes head:: CO: Your chair Commander... Sit !  ::sits in the other chair::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: So, Ensign, what is your full name...I'm afraid I've been to busy to read your records.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She begins to access the schematics of the U.S.S. Pharaoh's torpedo launchers and begins a review of their usage and repair schedule. Her emerald eyes shimmer as she skims over the reports and diagrams::

CO_Starks says:
:: accepts the Captain's offer and task the seat behind the desk ::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: so what ARE we doing out here Captain
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::Starts to head for the door:: CSO: I'll be in engineering....
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CEO: Understood, Irvin.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::continues out:: Self: I wish he'd start calling me by my FIRST name.....
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: So, Ensign, what is your full name...I'm afraid I've been to busy to read your records.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
<delete first duplicate>
Captain_Walsh says:
:::rolls eyes:: CO: Starfleet knows the Romulans are up to something... They don't know what ...In short...We are here to make some noise and beat the bushes and see what leaps out
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Ensign Moyoom Praji Khrex
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: we're here to pick a fight?
XO_Chalen says:
::raises eyebrow::  WALSH:   Parade the flag, eh?   Is this really necessary?
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She notices a modification on the forward launcher...and the order for it signed by the ship's Executive Officer.:: Self: Interesting...::She smiles and in a secondary window, opens up the XO's personnel file, while continuing to review the ship's specs::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: Quite a name...it's good to have a Bolian on board.  One of my best friends from the Academy was a Bolian.
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Fascinating! Maybe I know them.
Captain_Walsh says:
CO/XO: We're here to poke.. prod... and get them to move... with us here....   Starfleet's always had the "Hebee Jeebee's" with the Romulans
XO_Chalen says:
WALSH:  Rightly so.   ::eyeballs the CO::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CSO: His name was Arul Jafi Heliad.


Captain_Walsh says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh's Cardassian Vole...skitters on the bridge and looks at the FCO and CIV
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: He's no longer in Starfleet.
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: I think I knew him... well, I might of heard of him.... well... maybe not.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
<FCO>
Captain_Walsh says:
<Vole> ::sniffs: the air and skitters back in a hole::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: Well...it's a big Federation.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She is engrossed in her work and hardly notices the furless animal skittering across the floor. Her eyes are focused on the two displays, the schematics and bio - without hesitation, she continues on reading::
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: Large indeed... I once knew this particularly large man once... I don't remember where I met him... I believe it was on the moon, at Tyco city.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: Aha...
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::enters engineering and slides down the ladder heading for the master situation table::
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: SO how long are we to pace back and forth along the boarder?
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: James Smith? Smythe? Well, I forgot his name, but he made the best Tyrellian Spice Pudding.
XO_Chalen says:
WALSH:   And do we have any REAL ideal what we're looking for?
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::In the back of her mind she is overhearing the conversation between the conn officer, and the Chief of Science. Her mind begins to analyze their personalities and judge how to react to their specific style of working::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
FCO: I'll make a point to remember that if I ever get back to Tyco city.
Captain_Walsh says:
::chuckles:: CO/XO: Until Starfleet needs us elsewhere or we strike oil... whichever comes first...
CO_Starks says:
:: sits back :: Walsh: Fantastic

CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::pacing around engineering watching as Zimmerman and Wainwright work together on a small project at the warp control console::
FCO_Khrex says:
CSO: You won't regret it Commander! Just let him know Ol' Moyoom sent you.
Captain_Walsh says:
:;frowns and looks at the chronometer:: CO/XO: That's funny.... Rihaul and the Kodiac were due 5 minutes ago... and Rihaul is a maniac for punctuality
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::a wave of premonition passes over him...he feels as if something is out there in space::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::forces up a smile::  FCO: I'll do that.
CNS_Luchena says:
::senses some anxiety from somewhere::
FCO_Khrex says:
::focuses back on his console::
XO_Chalen says:
Walsh:  The Kodiac is a Saber class, right?   They're supposed to be pretty fast.  What do you could be keeping them?
CO_Starks says:
*CSO* Breghorn please scan for the USS Kodiak
CSO_Brehgorn says:
*CO* Aye, sir.
Captain_Walsh says:
::shakes his head:: CO: Give them a call on the horn will ya ?
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::scans sensors for the Kodiak::
FCO_Khrex says:
::reconfigures console to his liking::
XO_Chalen says:
*CNS*:   Counselor, try hailing them also.
CNS_Luchena says:
*XO*:  Aye Sir.
FCO_Khrex says:
::saves the helm configuration under file Khrex Helm 01::
CNS_Luchena says:
COMM:  Kodiac:  Respond.
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  I have a bad feeling about this.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::hopes it's just the Kodiak out there...::
CNS_Luchena says:
COMM:  Kodiac:  This is the USS Pharaoh.  Please respond.
CO_Starks says:
Captain_Walsh: we should go to the bridge
CO_Starks says:
:: stands ::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::Overhearing the comm, she notes a sense of urgency in the XO's voice:: Self: ...odd. ::She brings up Tactical sensors and begins attempting to locate the Kodiac's transponder signal::
XO_Chalen says:
::heads to the bridge::
CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  No response.  I'll keep trying.
Captain_Walsh says:
::gets up and follows the group::
CO_Starks says:
:: enters bridge ::
CNS_Luchena says:
COMM:  Kodiac:  Where the h#@$ are you?
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::stands:: CO: Captain, you have the bridge. ::returns to Science::
XO_Chalen says:
::enters the bridge and stands next to the CIV at tactical::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge!

ACTION: LRS Sensors detect  a class A planetoid breaking up in the Romulan Neutral Zone

XO_Chalen says:
CNS:  Let's keep this professional, Mikhail.   I'll let you know when it's panic time.
CNS_Luchena says:
::gives the FCO an odd look::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: Captain...I'm getting a strange reading from the Neutral Zone.
CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  Right Sir.
CNS_Luchena says:
::continues trying to hail the Kodiac::
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: elaborate
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: No vessels on sensors...however...this is quite odd...::She points to the Planetoid on the tactical display::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: A Class A Planet seems to be....seems to be breaking apart.
CO_Starks says:
:: looks at sensor display ::
CO_Starks says:
SElf: what the hell...
XO_Chalen says:
::sees the display::   CO:  Confirmed here sir.   Bad news out there.
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: cause?
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: It could be the activities of a vessel...::She begins to try to reconfigure the sensors to scan for the presence of a vessel...:: XO: It could be an energy discharge of some sort...
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: Indeterminate as of yet.  I'll get on it.

ACTION: The Pharaoh and Inaieu suddenly are pushed.... quite litelery and shaken apart

CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: how far inside the boarder is that?
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::passing by the master control console, he notes an increase in sensor activity:: Self: That's odd...
XO_Chalen says:
::grabs the tac console::
CO_Starks says:
:: grabs command chair to keep from falling to the deck ::
FCO_Khrex says:
::Grabs onto the helm::
CNS_Luchena says:
::grabs his chair::

ACTION: Sparks erupt from the helm and OPS console

CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::is jolted and grabs on to the table to stabilize self::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Attempting to compensate!
CO_Starks says:
ALL: report!
FCO_Khrex says:
::ducks as sparks fly::
XO_Chalen says:
CNS:  Damage report!   All decks!
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She grabs a hold of the console and nearly falls out of her seat with a sudden jolt:: XO: Nothing on sensors, Commander...running scans...::She grips her console tightly - till her knuckles turn white::
FCO_Khrex says:
::scorch marks are on the uniform::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: The planetoid is approximately 2 light years in the Neutral Zone...We've been hit apparently by some sort of shockwave.
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::struggles back to an upright position, punching the comm:: *Bridge* Stand By!
CNS_Luchena says:
::pats out a spark on his uniform and checks to see if the console is still operating::
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: damage report

ACTION: IDF briefly fails and all crew are thrown to the port side of the bridge and the IDF returns

CO_Starks says:
:: thrown into wall ::
XO_Chalen says:
::grunts as he hits the bulkhead::
CNS_Luchena says:
::falls out of his chair and rolls along the floor::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::slams into the port wall::
CO_Starks says:
:: staggers to feet ::
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: Damage report!
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
ALL in Eng: Zimmerman... Run the... DOH! ::is slung to once side of Engineering::

ACTION: Captain Walsh's neck snaps as he hits the bulkhead

Captain_Walsh says:
::dies::
FCO_Khrex says:
::hits legs against helm console::
CNS_Luchena says:
::gets up and moves back to the OPS console::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: Captain Walsh!  He's dead!
FCO_Khrex says:
::falls out of chair::
FCO_Khrex says:
::gets up::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She lurches from her chair and flies to the opposite side of the bridge, smacking against the Auxiliary Control console...her ribs crashing against the metal, and she feels something snap, filling her body with a numbing pain::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::reaches for his Comm badge:: *CO* Stand By James...
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Remind me to get a seatbelt.
CNS_Luchena says:
*Sickbay*:  Medical emergency on the bridge.
XO_Chalen says:
*COM*  Sickbay!   Medical emergency to the bridge!
 
ACTION: Both ships are thrown 50 000 km towards the Neutral Zone...

FCO_Khrex says:
::rubs legs, sits down in chair::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::scrambles back to the situation table running level 2 diags across the board::
CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  We should transport him to sickbay immediately.
XO_Chalen says:
FCO:  Stabilize our course now!
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::returns to science...notices the course shift::
XO_Chalen says:
CNS:  Do it!
XO_Chalen says:
CIV:  You all right?
FCO_Khrex says:
XO: I'm attempting to sir.
CNS_Luchena says:
::transports Captain Walsh to sickbay where the crack medical staff try to revive him::
CO_Starks says:
ALL: REPORT ALL departments

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::runs scans to try and determine the cause of the planets destruction::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She looks down at her side with a groan, not feeling any broken bones...nothing is punctured and her breathing begins to return to normal:: XO: It appears to be only a minor contusion...sir...thank you...::She slowly pulls herself up, wincing from the pain briefly::
XO_Chalen says:
::runs to the tac console and does a quick check::   CO:  Shields and weapons stable sir.
CNS_Luchena says:
::putting together damage reports from various parts of the ship::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::looking over the reports as Zimmerman screams some reports to him:: *CO* Thinks look good down here James. The hull appears to have taken some minor damage
 
ACTION: The viewscreen shows the Inaieu spinning wildly

FCO_Khrex says:
::stops the ship from moving towards neutral zone::
CO_Starks says:
XO_Chalen: raise those shields then
XO_Chalen says:
CIV:   When we get under control, head to sickbay for a check out.
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Aye sir.   
XO_Chalen says:
ALL:   RED ALERT!
XO_Chalen says:
::raises shields::
FCO_Khrex says:
XO: Ship is stabilized.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: The Inaieu has lost all helm control.
CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  Hull damage on decks... ::says where it is::
CO_Starks says:
CNS_Luchena: hail the Inaieu
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She walks across the bridge to the Tactical console and looks over the Executive Officer's shoulder, checking the systems as well.:: XO: Understood sir...::She takes the console beside him and logs in, beginning a review of sensor data::

CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
*CO* Most systems are still resetting.... Stand By.....
FCO_Khrex says:
XO: Impulse engines and warp drive is online and functioning.
 
ACTION: Scans of the Inaieu show a complete failure of the IDF

CNS_Luchena says:
COMM:  Inaieu:  Respond!
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  She's in rough shape sir.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: The Inaieu's IDF systems have failed as well....she's been hit bad.
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: I hope they're wearing seatbelts.
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: can we stabilize them with our tractor beam?
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: casualties?
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  If we jostle them too much with a tractor beam, we could kill the whole crew without a working IDF!
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: I'm picking up 5 confirmed casualties, sir.
 
ACTION: The Pharaoh succeeds in stabilizing

CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She begins running scans of the U.S.S. Pharaoh and the nearby area...:: XO: Commander...I may have an idea for you...
CNS_Luchena says:
::tries again to  hail the Inaeui::
 
ACTION: The Inaieu continues out of control

XO_Chalen says:
CIV:  Go.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: It could be more...
FCO_Khrex says:
XO: Should I plot an intercept course?
CNS_Luchena says:
CO:   No response to our hail, Sir.


CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::stands up straight looking at console:: *CO* I think so... Unsure James... She's big.
CO_Starks says:
FCO_Khrex: bring us up behind the Inaieu
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Yes, sir.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: Beam several officers into the main cargo bays. It is a large enough area that they will be safe transporter...with magnetic boots, the team could gain control of the ship...also, the use of shuttle and the Pharaoh's tractors could safely control the Inaieu's status...
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
*Bridge* Bringing Tractor Beam online... ::taps out commands:: *Bridge* What is the status of her hull integrity?
FCO_Khrex says:
::flies the ship just behind the Inaieu::
CO_Starks says:
CSO_Brehgorn: what's their hull integrity at?
XO_Chalen says:
CIV:  I'm not wild about that ideal.   without an IDF, even mag boots might not save them from the G forces.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: They're hull integrity has been seriously compromised...15% at best.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: If not...they're dead in seconds...it's your call...
XO_Chalen says:
CSO:  Scan for lifesigns on the Inaieu!
CO_Starks says:
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia: no one goes over there till they are stable
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: We're now in range of the Inaieu.
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Without an IDF they may already be dead.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::scans for life-signs::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::notes no response:: *Bridge* Resp... ::sighs:: Self: BUGGER! ::dashes up the ladder headed to the bridge::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
XO: Life-signs are very faint...I'm getting a lot of interference from the shockwave residue.
FCO_Khrex says:
XO: Without an IDF, they are all thinner that Tyrellian Spice Pudding.
 
ACTION: Scans show  no life signs on the Inaieu.... the gravity and IDF are completely off-line.... g forces exceed 150 gs

XO_Chalen says:
::looks down and whispers to himself::   Grozit....
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::looks up:: CO/XO:  They're all dead.
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She looks at her scans and then back at the Executive Officer:: XO: Either way, sir...we have to do something, before that ship tears itself apart....if the systems on the Inaieu fail, we could be damaged in an explosion...
CO_Starks says:
Self: Damn!
FCO_Khrex says:
::decides not to tell XO about James Smith... or Smythe::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::enters the bridge and dashes to the Engineering station starting to tap in commands:: CO: James.... I think I can stabilize her, but it's going to shake us pretty hard in the process.
 
ACTION: The port nacelle of the Inaieu rips off

CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: DO IT!
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::initiates tractor beam with additional power routing::
 
ACTION: The Inaieu's warp core ejects

CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
All:: HOLD ON!
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  She's lost structural integrity and the warp core has ejected.
CO_Starks says:
FCO_Khrex: evasives
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She holds onto her console tightly as the tractor emitters power up:: XO: Tactical is at the ready, sir...
FCO_Khrex says:
::plots course away from the Inaieu::
XO_Chalen says:
::nods at the Civ::
 
ACTION: The Inaieu's computer is shutting down systems but the ships is ripping apart piece by piece

XO_Chalen says:
CO:  We may need to scuttle her sir.
CO_Starks says:
CEO_Lt_Irvin: IT"S NO GOOD Eli she's gone
CO_Starks says:
FCO_Khrex: get us clear
CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: I concur with the XO, sir.
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Aye.
XO_Chalen says:
Civ:  Arm quantum torpedoes.
CO_Starks says:
XO_Chalen: do it 
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
XO: Suggestion, sir...quantum torpedoes spread...here...and here...::She points to the diagram:: It will blast the vessel into smaller sections, and our shielding will be more effective as a result...
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::pounds the console and swears under breath:: CO: Disengaging tractor....
FCO_Khrex says:
::gets ship clear of the Inaieu::
XO_Chalen says:
Civ:  Agreed.  Lock targets and prepare to fire.
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::impressed by the CIV's tactical prowess::
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She begins to bring the quantum torpedoes online and uses the computer to manually target key locations on the Inaieu's hull. With a brief delay, she prepares to fire two spreads::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::taps comm badge:: *Zimmerman* Aux Power to Structural Integrity Field....
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: We're now at a safe distance, sir
CO_Starks says:
:: looks on in silent mournful horror as the galaxy class ship falls apart::
CO_Starks says:
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia: fire
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::watches view screen as the torpedoes speed away::


CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She nods and mournfully presses the "Fire" command, releasing the weapons barrage on the Starfleet vessel, sending weapons of destruction on their own::
 
ACTION: The hull of the Inaieu explodes as the torpedoes hit

CNS_Luchena says:
::watches sadly::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::somberly::  CO: We've lost 1032 Starfleet Officers, Crewman, and Federation Civilians.
CO_Starks says:
:: slumps back into seat ::
XO_Chalen says:
::whispers a requiem to the Prophets::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Were there any escape pods?
CO_Starks says:
ALL: okay people we still have a job to do
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::sighs:: CO: This sucks James... Two ships in a week....
CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::She looks down at her displays:: XO: Target destroyed, Commander...neutralizing minor debris with navigational deflectors...
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::walks over and drops into chair:: FCO/CIV: Welcome aboard.... ::scowls::
CO_Starks says:
:: taps com panel ::
CSO_Brehgorn says:
::refocuses attention on sensors, trying to determine the cause of the planetoid catastrophe::
CEO_Lt_Irvin says:
::Walks over to Engineering station::
FCO_Khrex says:
CEO: Thank you.
FCO_Khrex says:
::plots course back to original heading::
XO_Chalen says:
Civ:  Yes, Cmdr. I can see.  Stand down weapons, bring us to Yellow Alert.  ::looks away::




CIV_LtCmdr_Xia says:
::Her eyes skim over the display, and in an odd way, the emerald eyes seem to glaze over, as if her body is aboard to going into a catatonic state, frozen with shock and horror...she just destroyed her own people...a Starfleet ship...by her hands::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Plotting course back to the original heading.
CO_Starks says:
*ALL* attention all hands, the USS Inaieu has been lost with all hands. Prepare damage reports to your department chiefs and stand by, Starks out
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir, we need to worry about the living now.  We need to track down the other ship.

